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Fellow Voyageurs, Grandes: CO, IN, WY, MA, NV, NM, UT, SD, MD                October 12th 2021 
 
There was much discussion on last week’s letter concerning your game plan.  Game plans work, 
think of it as a road map. There are often many roads to the same destination, each road suited 
for that particular traveler, use the one that works for you. In this case, use what game plan or 
map that works for your Grande. 
Would you agree with me, a win or arriving at your destination requires a well devised game 
plan? Or map?  So, what is your game plan or map for your particular Grande?  
Here is the latest in Percentage to goal in Region l:  Utah, ranked second, nice job at 88 percent 
to goal, need just two more! South Dakota, ranked fourth, at 72 percent, needing 67 more to 
goal.  Maryland, at ranked at 24th, at 47 percent, needing 115 more to goal.  Nevada, ranked 27th, 
at 44 percent, needing nine more to goal.  Indiana ranked 38th, at 37 percent, needing 1365.  
Massachusetts, at 42, with 33 percent, needing 72 to goal.  Colorado at 48th, at 17 percent, 
needing 63 to goal.  Wyoming at 51, with a 13 percent, needing 25 to goal. New Mexico at 52, 
with 13 percent, needing 25 to goal.  Last week Utah made total yardage in the game plan by 10. 
Excellent.  
Colorado, you recently had two interested in joining the 40&8 one in Littleton CO and the other 
in Colorado Springs. Two more! That’s something to fall into!  Game plan here, get them invited, 
combine with another locale and get then in the 40&8.  
Remember the incentive I expressed last week.  For the FIRST Grande that reaches 100 percent 
by October 29th, I will pay for one Promenade Registration from that Grande.  The next Grande 
that reaches 100 percent by November 5th, I will pay for one member from that Grande’s Banquet 
meal at Nationale Promenade in Green Bay WI next year.  
If you need assistance in getting your membership roster, call or email me, if you need help 
coming up with a game plan, lets talk. You are all a talented winning team, let’s get more on our 
team! 
 
Where’s your map and what’s the game plan? 
 
 
En Service, 
Gena K. Keller 
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